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Abstract
Thesauri are considered as an optimum between maximum ontological modelling (best knowledge mapping) and minimal alphabetic ordering (less expensive access). From this point of view a swift history of its evolution is provided. The recent evolutions in Internet searching are also analysed from this perspective. In this context, there is an immediate role for thesauri to ensure interoperability and feed up the new Internet semantic engines; and in the long term as a simple semantic user interface for resource discovery and navigation, which ensures proper transparency and control by the user who wants to take the effort to supervise and analyse its search processes. It is proposed that better devices for ensuring semantic sorting are provided when necessary, and that a distributed hub for thesauri interconnection is provided, perhaps using the existent big open Internet semantic facilities, as Wikipedia.
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1. Introduction
During the last century and a half, many knowledge organization systems (KOS) —both models and exemplars— have been proposed and developed, but their success has been diverse, with some universal and specialized classifications and the thesaurus model being the main survivors. The context, history and current digital challenges of thesauri are well-known (Foskett, 1982; Dahlberg, 1995; Gilchrist, 2003, Dextre Clarke, 2008; Dextre Clarke & Zeng, 2012; Roe & Thomas, 2004) together with the most recent achievements, for example the new ISO standard (Dextre Clarke & Zeng, 2012), so this paper does not intend to review this evolution, but tries to re-examine some principles behind the wider historical frame of knowledge organization, so that their strengths can be better highlighted. The departure point of such an argument is the consideration of classification as the primary device that cognitive systems use to overcome the information overload, and to represent it in a way that is reusable, retrievable (García-Marco & Esteban-Navarro, 1993). In contrast to classification, which is natural, alphabetic ordering is a socio-technology, which appeared very late in the evolution of humanity, and which is valid for the manipulation of the keys when you know them, but cannot be used to map knowledge, but only to ensure a quicker access to it under certain conditions. After the invention of the alphabet, newer and newer technologies have appeared that are based on alphabetical order (alphabetical indexing), but these very efficient technologies can be considered only as a secondary approach to that of classification, one of the pillars on which human cognition is grounded.

But classification is hard work that increases when the knowledge that must be managed increases, so alternatives are needed when this work becomes overwhelming. So, the history of knowledge organization can be considered as a fluctuation between the (upper) ideal horizon of a complete ontology of knowledge and the (bottom) very practical and cost-efficient approaches based on accessing the alphabetically codified and ordered knowledge keys, disregarding the desire to properly map knowledge as something unrealistic and
even naïve. A middle point between both approaches could provide some stabilization to the knowledge organization trends, and this middle point could be precisely the thesaurus.

In this way of reasoning, we think that the strengths of thesauri, that have allowed them—at least up to now—to survive and thrive in the last decades, could very well be valid in the new Internet dominated global information space. These strengths can be summarized as the balancing of their representational power, on the one hand, and their simplicity on the other. To these, which are classical, we should add a new one of special significance in the age of the pervasive Internet search engines, which had been applied by almost all KOS up to the present: that is, transparency to both designers and cataloguers and, even more important in these times of apprehensions regarding digital privacy, users.

To stress this point, we approach to the history of thesauri as a mirror of the general evolution of knowledge organization, and as a function of its instrumental role for human memory, which needs keys and organization to preserve knowledge and access to it. Secondly, it studies the development of thesauri as an answer to the problems posed by uniters and descriptors—the successively corrected post-coordinate indexing systems that were proposed as an alternative to enumerative classifications in a context of information explosion—; its merger with the alternative approach of synthetic classifications; and its great impact on other KOS.

Finally, we try to contextualize and explore their role in the Internet ‘world’, the new knowledge infrastructure.

Thus, this approach is not empirical, but rationalist in the sense that it uses deductive reasoning to the field of KO by applying more general well-grounded theories from other fields that deal with the basic phenomena that KO studies, e. g., information, knowledge, language, etc. In particular we will try to root thesauri in the long-term view provided by the evolutionary history of nature and culture. The former (the rationalism-based perspective) is consistent with the majority of research trends in the field, as shown by Hiørland (2014), and, with him, we consider that it has been, and can keep being, a fruitful approach for producing sound working theories in our field; though, at the same time, we explicitly recognize the need for increased empirical research.

2. The primitive nature of classification

Though knowledge organization as a discipline has a specific sense related to bibliographical classification and other alternative approaches, knowledge organization is, more broadly, a natural process (García-Marco, 2011; García-Marco & Esteban, 1993). Organisms store representations of external and internal processes, so that they can operate on them, and obtain a result that can trigger a response that may have a relevant impact on their external or internal environment. These links between real-world configurations, internal representations and actions-in-the-world are governed by the laws of perception and memory. In particular. These links are organized in our memory in chains that are marked by keys, so that they can be accessed, distinguishing some from the others. But as human perception, human information processing and retrieval are very limited by factors as limitations of the processing space, available energy or computational complexity, so our systems are equipped to naturally discard knowledge that is not used, keeping the whole amount of operational knowledge to a certain and manageable size.

On the other hand, having as much knowledge available as possible gives a competitive advantage, because behaviour can be modulated in a more precise way. So humans have traditionally tried ways to expand their ability to remember and recall, applying their “crafting” abilities to this problem. Cognitive and educational psychologists commonly classify them in the realm of metacognitive abilities. For this discussion, it is important to note that, although they are biologically grounded, they are human inventions, assumed and institutionalized inside a culture.

The initial and most simple strategies must have been to select memory keys, able to be expanded in a “chunking” of others classified concepts (Miller, 1956). Humans learned very soon to map these mental keys against salient physical aspects of their environment (signals); and finally started to produce their own physical keys (symbols) and to manipulate their symbolic environments to create increasingly complex and expressive sets of signals or “discourses”. They learned to link these institutionalized memories with the different astronomical events that formed repetitive cycles. Probably this increasingly complex relation of humans with their environment evolved together with the marvellous technology of language. (These processes have only been approached in the past by logic, in a speculative way, but they are now the object of empirical study by disciplines like Cognitive Archaeology (Wynn, 2002).) Language became itself a new field of experimentation and crafting. Rhythms, recitation and narration evolved as structures to support shared knowledge representation and recall. Representational techniques were slowly but impressively improved, as the history of fine arts shows; up to a point when the graphic world and language come together with the invention of ideographic script.

With the invention of writing, the process accelerated. Humans dealt not only with documents as a storage device, but also as a flexible working memory expansion, allowing them to improve notation and reasoning techniques. Logic and mathematics, libraries, information retrieval systems, the World Wide Web or Internet search engines are subsequent highly relevant
examples of these memory-enhancing techniques, roughly ordered in the line of historical evolution.

The aspect of this incredible evolution we want to stress at this point of the paper is that classification deserves careful examination as the first ‘conceptual’ technology that was invented to improve natural memory recall. (Other are emotional, as linking the representation with a feeling or emotion; or perceptual, as linking it with a more informative sign.) As Miller (1956) demonstrated in his article The magical number seven, plus or minus two, to overcome the capacity of the short time memory one of the best strategies is to use or invent concepts to create chunks of memory that can be accessed and processed together. Also Rosch (e.g. Lloyd & Rosch, 1978; Rosch, 1983) showed us that there are natural concepts, closely linked with natural perception, and that - over and bellow them - supra-ordinate and subordinate concepts are acquired later to manage and specify the previous natural ones to achieve better results in our actions. Later, formal techniques of classification and definition were developed, which are topics of teaching in disciplines such as logic or mathematics, and are intensely used in KOS.

Along our history, humans have become masters in these technologies of ‘classification’, which is at the foundations of philosophy (ontologies), sciences (taxonomies) and even at the roots of how our languages have evolved and grown. To master a field you must found its pragmatic dimension, that is, its ultimate aim of supporting action.

3. The two-dimensional nature of knowledge organization

Though rooted in classification as a natural process enhanced by a set of techniques, signs have at least two dimensions: one dealing with differentiating their form from other competing signs, so they can be distinguished properly (the ‘signifier’ dimension); and the other related to the mental or physical processes that such signs may elicit when interpreted (the ‘signified’ dimension). In their conception of sign, Saussure (1916) and Peirce (1931) can be considered complementary, as the former insisted on the analysis of its differentiating internal structure, and the later stressed its pragmatic dimension, that is, its ultimate aim of supporting action.

Primarily, knowledgeable agents – such as human beings - are interested in meanings. So, as we have seen in the previous section, the first dimension over which humans have acted has been in organizing knowledge by conceptual order, creating more general and specific concepts and other specific relations among them. But with the beginning of external representation, humans discovered that they were able also to manipulate the perceptual properties of signs to order them. The most significant invention in this trend was the alphabet, which allows every verbal sign to be codified with very limited sub-signs (which is very efficient and connected to the way in which faceted classifications reduce the number of classes in the schedules). But the alphabet does something more, it brings also the possibility of ordering signs not by their meaning but by their form, e. g., the alphabetical order. In cognitive terms, this brought in a very cheap way of ordering information to access knowledge, because it requires no classification, no conceptual work. It is socially also very practical, because the community need not share totally the same conceptual hierarchy to retrieve or exchange, and one can delegate the manipulation of physical objects to other persons. With such an invention, big libraries and ultimately databases, information retrieval systems and search engines were made possible.

But anyway, though alphabetical ordering allows information retrieval, it does not produce the map that humans need to master a domain, to track it, move from one of its parts to another and, hopefully, to master it all.

So any good retrieval system must combine both of them: if you know the word or code that codifies a concept, alphanumerical systems are very efficient; if you do not know it exactly, you need a conceptual system of access. This is true for any knowledge store of some size (that we cannot memorize by heart), independently of its type. For example, good books have their tables of contents — the intellectual organization of the book, usually hierarchical or following any other system of organization — and the alphabetical index or indexes — the analytical ones. A traditional library has also the systematic arrangement and the alphabetical indexes. A web, at least after hypertext as a non-hierarchical system to relate documents proved a partial myth, has the search engine (alphabetical, but delegated) and the site map (conceptual and usually hierarchical, at least partially).

In conclusion, it seems that true knowledge organization is always conceptual; alphabetical access is only a secondary, though very useful, device. So, there is no reason to think that this will change in the foreseeable future, especially having strong cognitive scientific evidence to support it, both in the psychological and the cultural realms. Recently, Ingetraut Dahlberg (2011), in her Ten Desiderata for Knowledge Organi-
zation stated as the first and preliminary condition the "recognition of the fundamental difference in the organization of knowledge between the concept (i.e., the unit of knowledge)—the conceptual level—and the word, term or code—the verbal level—and the need for implementing this distinction in theory and practice (Desideraturn 1)." And, specifically in the field of thesauri, Alan Gilchrist has insisted in different ways that one of the big advantages of thesauri is that it combines alphabetical and systematic access to information (e.g., Gilchrist & Kibby, 2000), an idea that has been stressed also by Guimarães (2003).

4. The dynamics of knowledge and its organization

Knowledge advances by increasing the network of concepts by discrimination, and also inventing wider concepts for manipulating other concepts that, up to a moment, were unconnected in such a way. They also grow in their inter-relations, be it at an analytical level (internal properties, dimensions or features) or synthetic (molar, existing or new aggregations). Besides cultural history and history of science, this has been also well-established in several fields of what is now cognitive science, such as psychology of learning, psychology of thinking, psycholinguistics and semantics. And in our field of information science, S. R. Ranganathan (1937) cleverly marked it as a keystone of his theory.

Knowledge must be organized, because otherwise it cannot be retrieved and reused. As we have seen, the psychology of memory has proved that at a psychological level, but when putting together several persons (and nowadays machines) to share knowledge, the same laws apply. But organizing is a work that grows in complexity and costs in direct proportion to the size and granularity of the domain to be ordered. To deal with this complexity, humans have invented different intellectual, organizational and instrumental technologies. These technologies have allowed human communities to access at new levels of complexity in their dealing with knowledge, only to see how, after some centuries or years, the new equilibrium collapsed under the weight of the new achievements.

As a result of these processes, the history of knowledge creation and organization has been cyclic. An age of rapid and dispersing discoveries and publications, like classic Greece, the Middle Ages expansion or the Renaissance, has been followed by another of consolidation and synthesis, like the Hellenistic period (Aristotelian synthesis), the High Middle Ages (Thomas Aquinas’ Summa) or the Enlightenment (Diderot’s French Encyclopaedia). This happened twice again in the last century, with the scientific upheaval of the world-wide wars and with the World Wide Web explosion.

In our modern times, the history of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (Glasgow, 2002; Auchter, 1999, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2014) exemplifies these tensions between knowledge creation and knowledge organization extremely well: from its first edition of two volumes in 1768-71, it grew very quickly in size to the 21 volumes and the first index volume in 1830–1842, to the 28 volumes of the 11th edition in 1910-1911. The physical size of the encyclopaedia reached a limit —an infrastructural one, related to the costs of distribution and storage— but the expansion of knowledge during the 20th century had to be addressed by reducing the wording of entries and considerably increasing them, up to 700.00 in the printed version of 2007. This huge alphabetically ordered repository of knowledge required a classificatory device to facilitate the navigation by the users, and also to produce a more compact less redundant content. Thus, the Propaedia outline of knowledge was introduced in the 15th edition of 1974–1984, notably after the great knowledge explosion of the world and cold wars. Finally, as a result of the digital information explosion another way of compiling and organizing knowledge for reference was needed, both more compact and usable and, thanks to the hypertext model (Bush, 1945), Wikipedia took a torch from the Britannica and other traditional encyclopaedias.

So, Britannica exemplifies how both the technologies that facilitate the increase in knowledge production and those that improve knowledge mapping and integration have been needed to maintain the growth of cultures.

As Jaenecke (1997) noted, the best knowledge organization is theory formation, as in this way all of the relevant concepts in an area of interest are defined and related in the most specific way; but a systematic theory-like arrangement of all the concepts that a culture manages is, at least for now, impossible (let us watch developments in the frame of the semantic web project). So knowledge organization is precisely the pursuit of a systematic arrangement of knowledge in an effective and efficient way, something that is at the same time impossible in its totality and absolutely necessary for retrieval, because it is the only way to allow the prediction of the position of a piece or record of knowledge inside a hypothetical knowledge base. A single and unique theory could be considered an optimum, but this can be maintained only for a period of time (Kuhn, 1970, scientific revolutions).

The use of what are now called ontologies reveals also this movement, as an ontology is a complete representation of a domain. But its use in the plural suggests the impossibility of achieving complete success over a wide domain (and certainly not a universe of knowledge in the sense of, for example, the UDC), so that competing ontologies must be considered and managed.

Retrieval in a big system of knowledge like Aristotle’s synthesis or modern databases is all about ordering and
The evolution of thesauri (Foskett, 1982; Dahlberg, 1995; Gilchrist, 2003; Roe & Dextre Clarke, 2008) follows also the lines that have been drawn in the previous chapter. They were born as systems to overcome the diversity of keywords and unitems, a system invented to try to reign over the proliferation of scientific research and literature in the age of the world wars (that made bibliographic classifications seem obsolete), using the metaphor of the dictionary (an alphabetical system).

But in this age of knowledge expansion, it becomes very difficult to keep up with the organization of knowledge. For many years the only way to organize records was physically and visually in a space or temporarily on the calendar. After the invention of phonetic scripts, it was also possible to sort by the alphabet order; that is, by the ‘signifier’ of the sign. It became possible to sort by the first words of a record, by an abstract (a title may be nothing more than an abstract), or by other relevant properties, such as the author. But when the files grow too numerous, the individual and social cognitive systems cannot process them well, and begin to select and re-organize. New theoretical syntheses are produced, some of them become selected as references and the old authors are forgotten; subjects are mapped and new handbooks and encyclopaedias appear.

This cyclic nature of the dynamics of knowledge is consistent with those of other fields studied by very different sciences, which can be of an enormously different range of time-frames: earth climate fluctuations, sun spots, the business cycle, circadian rhythms, the pulsations of the heart, electromagnetic waves, light waves and so on. They have been related to the fluctuations of energy when it moves through an environment. In the case of knowledge organization, the source of energy would be the motivation to achieve a perfect organization of existing knowledge, a universal ontology comprising all concepts and their relations. The environment in which such an energy would degrade (and which it would invigorate) would be the particular societies in which knowledge organization is pursued, with their possibilities and challenges, and specifically the size and rate of increase of socially shared knowledge and the technologies available to cope with them. As we stated in the introduction of this paper, the emphasis in KOS development will fluctuate between the top line of achievable knowledge organization and the bottom one of applying the marvellous invention of alphabetical ordering to access at least the keys to access relevant pieces of knowledge.

5. Birth, growth and evolution of thesauri: reuniting the advantages of the alphabetical and hierarchical indexing

The evolution of thesauri (Foskett, 1982; Dahlberg, 1995; Gilchrist, 2003, Dextre Clarke, 2008; Roe & Thomas, 2004; Dextre Clarke & Zeng, 2012) follows also the lines that have been drawn in the previous chapter. They were born as systems to overcome the diversity of keywords and unitems, a system invented to try to reign over the proliferation of scientific research and literature in the age of the world wars (that made bibliographic classifications seem obsolete), using the metaphor of the dictionary (an alphabetical system).

After simple aggregated lexical tags proved unsuitable for many purposes, classification by disciplines was reintroduced in thesauri (note the apparent step back in the direction of universal classifications). After that or more precisely during that effort, the explosion of interdisciplinary research put disciplines into question, and universal facets triumphed as a system to organize the new complexity. Thesauri proved also useful in reconciling subject-headings (based on alphabetical indexing) with classifications, able to switch between them better; something not so strange, as thesauri had walked this very way before.

As the knowledge explosion grew – not only in the scientific research area, but also in the media, managerial activities and the arts, other systems were invented to deal with the proliferation of knowledge records that competed with thesauri, because they were also able to add to the conceptual dimension, though in an indirect, automating and deterministic way, mainly using probabilistic search according to co-occurrence and “social search” (citation or reference). But still they do not provide the conceptual maps that one needs to search by the more important dimension of knowledge, which is the conceptual one.

Meanwhile, other more complex systems (including some complex thesauri structures) were abandoned, such as the sophisticated and beautiful PRECIS (1), because the work they required when indexing and retrieving were only suitable for very specific fields, in which indexing must incorporate many dimensions (e.g., Chemistry or Genetics), and more importantly, the added value to the information processes paid for it.

After their initial impressive growth, thesauri had a big impact in other KOS with an orientation towards vocabulary control and alphabetical access. Very important subject headings lists and other authority lists were recast using thesaurus relations and approaches. LCSH was a pioneer in the eighties (Stone, 2000), and now it is available in SKOS and other semantic web compliant formats, as are the other LC vocabularies (Library of Congress, 2015a, 2015b). Following a similar history as thesauri but in an accelerated way, facet analysis was finally also incorporated in the effort to make LC authority tools more compact and usable (project FAST, Chan & O’Neill, 2010).

In a different arena, thesauri and classifications have been consistently approaching each other during all...
these years (see remarkably Thesaurofacet, Aitchison, 1970), though not in the same degree as subject headings and thesauri, which share their basic alphabetical approach. In thesauri, hierarchical relations were re-introduced as compulsory to interconnect the concepts; and classificatory approaches to the arrangement of the vocabulary were also codified in the standards (disciplinary, domain based…). On the other hand, classifications have adopted the controlled coordination of facets as a way to reduce the number of actual classes in the schedules and deal with the explosion of subjects, though tensions have arisen around the need to preserve a unique way of arranging documents (and to ensure user prediction of a class position), which only enumerative classifications or faceted ones with strict synthesis rules can achieve. Facet analysis (Ranganathan, 1937) has clearly been a key factor in this mutual endeavour, and resulted in early efforts to achieve a synthesis between thesauri and classifications, as the Thesaurofacet (Aitchison, 1970) and classauri (Devadasson, 1985). As Dahlberg has repeatedly insisted on, knowledge organization systems must be able to express the concepts to be retrieved, which are always evolving, and this requires a faceted system that isolates the single concepts that will therefore be combined in precordination or for postcoordination (1995).

Though the potential of thesauri as the tool to achieve the much desired “unified theory of knowledge organization” was seen very early on, the new ISO standard has set clearly and practically the ground to establish thesauri as a conceptual and standardized spine for the rest of the KOS, which is very much needed in the new Internet environment and which, by its very nature, does not accept local or idiosyncratic procedures for universal tools. For this purpose, rules for deriving consistent conceptual arrangements from thesauri — allowing classifications to be expressed as thesauri, or if needed, for thesauri to be used as classifications must be carefully standardized, which could be a challenge for the next edition of ISO 25964.

6. Thesauri and knowledge organization in the age of Google

In our modest opinion, the history of Internet search, though shorter, resembles an accelerated recapitulation of the previous century of knowledge organization efforts.

In the first years of the Internet, conceptual access (hierarchical) was the rule: we can remember FTP services, bulletin boards or Gopher services, strictly hierarchical. For some years, even the most popular service for resource discovery in the World Wide Web was a classificatory one, that is, Yahoo categories. The explosion in the number of web pages broke the back of these systems, which relied on human work, and a combination of keyword extraction and relevance weight triumphed. Probabilistic search uses mainly two approaches to calculate relevance: information, that is, words that are rarer in the collection; and also redundancy, computing the number of the same words in a text. But, when the collection grows, the results typically become correspondingly poorer; so the next crisis appeared. Google overcame the problems of the model adding to it social indexing—the number of incoming links—, the computed form of the classical device of intertextual citation, cleverly used by Garfield for impact indexes. With PageRank, Google’s approach clearly triumphed over their competitors and now has a global market share of 66.74%, with Bing, Yahoo and Baidu following behind with around 10% each, according to Net Applications (2015); and 89.62% according to the statistics aggregator Statista.com (2015). Even in academic contexts, simple keyword Google searches seem to be increasingly preferred by students (Georgas, 2015) and even teachers (e. g. Kemman, Kleppe & Sacigliola, 2012).

But it is not only that users prefer Google when searching the Internet; they also use it in the simplest possible way. Most of the research shows that a great majority of searchers do not go beyond those keywords that naturally come to their minds, do not examine the concepts carefully to find synonyms or related terms, do not use commands, do not expand or refine their searches, do not examine metadata and do not look for other results than those which are in the first page. In this context, it is a legitimate question to ask if metadata, thesauri, and in general, information control devices deserve the effort and costs that they require.

Without further research, we must remember first of all that, as in many human activities, the cost of information control will only be accepted if the expected benefits exceed the cost, or when the costs of misinformation are expected to result in a greater pain; and this felt only by those persons who are sensible to the benefits and risks, and are prepared and willing to make the effort. In many cases, such people are in charge, and few will consider making the effort to disambiguate persons with the same first and second name in the database of a hospital, jail or police station; or businesses with the same name in a tax-oriented database. On the contrary, critical databases such as those of chemical or pharmaceutical products are heavily controlled, and their vocabularies carefully connected. So information control naturally thrives in those contexts where information has a critical value because of economic, political or cultural reasons.

In other contexts, information is not critical but only useful, and it is so redundant that it can be easily obtained by the previously described automated methods. However, it must be remembered here that, though most of the users do no want to make the effort to get better answers, they can usually distinguish very well
between two different search sets how relevant they are to their needs, and are able to say which one served their interests better. Because users notice well the differences in quality, search engines providers are bond to compete. So they have a competitive pressure to build in the kind of features that improve search results in the ever-expanding (at least for the moment) galaxy of digital information. When users are given an easy tool that provides better results for an identifiable activity, they naturally adopt it, as Helen Georgas (2013, 2014) showed when comparing the preferences of undergraduate students between federated search and Google.

In fact, Google has been rapidly incorporating an explicit semantic dimension to its search model. In February 2004, Google improved its Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model expanding its ability to understand synonyms. (Mooz, 2015). In May 2012 Google began the implementation of its "Knowledge Graph" that codifies people, places and things, and the relations among them, that was remarkably presented as retrieving "things, not strings" (Google, 2012). So, before 2012 concepts and their relations as something more than the strings that act as “signifiers” had actually made a notable entrance in the strategic plans of the leader search engine. Also around these dates, the main search engine operators were busy trying to establish some common ground for cataloguing resources with an economic value, able to pay for the effort (mainly shopping, travelling, etc.), and the schema.org (2012) initiative was launched. So, users were effectively asking for more, and the Internet information providers were ready to try to comply, starting of course with the sectors in which their efforts would be more probably repaid. But a decade before, the leaders of the World Wide Web had actually stated very clearly that the Internet would be broken by its own growth and weight if not given more structure, proposing a multi-year project, which was meaningfully called the semantic web (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila, 2001).

So, the Internet is becoming semantic, recognizing that the “significant” exists and that string-oriented searches do not satisfy the users if they do not incorporate concepts as intermediate entities. However, such a moral victory could very well be the tomb of thesauri and other semantic-based indexing and search tools. If Google and other search engines incorporate complex ontologies to enhance searches and user experience, what role could be left for thesauri? Two different ones could be envisaged.

The first one is clearly transitional: to provide a reliable interoperable standard to feed the knowledge bases of the search engines from the existing knowledge repositories. Through the clear formalization that ISO 25496 provides, concepts and relations can be easily and automatically imported into the search engine systems. But there is a more fundamental possibility: empowering the knowledge user. Search comfort and efficiency are certainly great values, but they are not the only ones to be considered in the long term, if we want to preserve good and universal access to knowledge. Transparency is also a key factor in this direction, and one of the most relevant aspects of knowledge maps versus search algorithms is precisely that transparency. Knowledge maps are there for everybody to discuss; but algorithms are increasingly proprietary and secret, only tips are provided about them to the public. In a previously cited work, Kemman, Kleppe & Scagliola (2012) raised this topic, indicating that scholars are becoming increasingly dependent on “black boxed algorithms”, calling into question the academic principles of provenance and context.

Thesauri may be especially useful for solving the transparency gap by providing concepts, relations and terms in clear presentations, easily to be understood by users. For this purpose, the balance between representational power and simplicity could be decisive. The thesaurus model is powerful and easy to explain, providing a perfect tool to increase transparency and to empower the user or, at least, those who need and want more control over the information they use; certainly the minority that can become more vocal in defending their rights and perhaps in the process embarrass the largest Internet players. Certainly, thesauri and KOS in the Internet should include devices to codify and store these discussions about knowledge maps, and this is a challenge that will probably be addressed in the new editions of the ISO 25964 standard.

7. The need for thesauri ‘hubs’ and the role of social technologies

Though the strategy to interconnect thesauri using the semantic web that is explicit in the ISO 25964 is a great bottom-to-top device, it would be advisable to try to complement it with a top-to-bottom strategy. Interconnecting the exiting KOS is a great approach to improve retrieval across the Internet, especially all those well-catalogued resources that the open data movement and the semantic web are contributing to, but there is a need for a hub where concepts and their relations can be stored in a transparent and friendly way.

Dreaming of a single KOS is just a dream, but it can be a very useful one, as the ecology of knowledge organization needs “animals” of different sizes and kinds to thrive. Big search engines are doubtless such big animals, but they are black boxes for deeper technical work, at least up to the moment.

In a previous paper (Garcia Marco, 2016) we explored in depth the possibility that an extended Wikipedia could constitute such a platform:
After all, conceptual dictionaries, encyclopaedias and thesauri are very close siblings in their etymology and history. Strikingly similar approaches between the two worlds are relatively recent, as the history of Propaedia and the invention of “conceptual” thesauri (thesauri including definitions) show. The underlying etymology of ‘treasury’ (from the Greek θησαυρός, thesaurus, storehouse, treasure) that both worlds share denotes an effort to select the best of both worlds—a language, a terminology, a collection of concepts, citations or texts—and offer it in an organized way, usually not only alphabetical but systematic and with devices for controlling synonymy and polysemy. Only their immediate aims differ: encyclopaedias facilitate learning and education; dictionaries, writing and reading; and thesauri, retrieving from repositories, catalogues and documents.

In fact, knowledge experts from different semantic-related and many other disciplines are actually exploiting the huge semantic repository that Wikipedia has become (Okoli et al., 2014; Mesgari et al., 2015). Of course, part of this research has been related to enhancing document clustering and information retrieval (e.g., Hu et al., 2009). Also, some scientific communities have been exploring the potentialities of the Wikipedia as a social semantic hub, notably in the field of genome research (e.g., Gardner et al., 2011).

Such a strategy—or a similar one—would have the problem of the difficult and slow institutional work that would be necessary. But the legal frame is available, and the interconnected thesauri would not need to reside inside the actual wiki, complicating Wikipedia management. They can be connected through semantic web standards, providing they have a permanent updating engine and persistent addresses. Of course, recognition, copyright and copyleft compliance should also be ensured, and some kind of a more formal cooperation would be convenient. The key aspect of an approach like this would be to anchor vocabularies to a big encyclopaedic scheme, used and supported worldwide. An international organization such as ISKO could promote and support some kind of ‘World Wide Web Thesaurus Foundation’ to bring together thesauri and other KOS editors and users, together with the World Wide Web Consortium and the larger KOS editors.

It must be also taken into account that, in fact, Wikipedia is more useful as a terminological and encyclopaedic database than as an explicit categorical system; because the ontologies are frequently idiosyncratic, not based on the existence of sufficient definitions or even confusing (Zazo et al., 2015). So, ‘anchored’ KOS could serve also as potential alternative systematic access tools to Wikipedia, reciprocally benefiting the Wikipedia project.

Of course, such an approach would require that the terms of a thesaurus that are not present in Wikipedia or the selected hub are given the corresponding entry in the wiki. So, updates and new terms in Wikipedia should be proposed and edited by the thesaurus managers, contributors and editors to preserve consistency, as new concepts will be found. It would be also a great way to contribute to the Wikipedia project, the most widely used reference tool in the world.

So, using a large social semantic medium like Wikipedia or similar as an anchor could serve both ends of the knowledge organization ecology. On the one hand, it would provide a wide vocabulary whereon to hang semantic web compliant thesauri and other SKOS, functioning as a big bi-directional hub. On the other hand, it would serve to take advantage of social knowledge sharing and editing, and become a source of data about this tagging and linking activity that would be very useful for evaluation purposes and for enhancing relevance judgements. Apart from the complementary dynamics between the top-down and bottom-up approaches, such a semantic network of KOS around a large tool such as Wikipedia would be very easy to exploit by the ‘big animals’ of internet search, ensuring that thesauri and other KOS do not become isolated in the emerging Web 3.0, and that they find their way forward. In the aforementioned paper (García Marco, 2016) a deeper discussion of the expected benefits and technical issues is provided.

8. Conclusion and proposals

To sum up, thesauri represent a good compromise between the quest for knowledge organization and the need to keep it simple, economic, efficient and dimensioned to the required specificity and relational density of the concept maps that must be used to master a field or to exploit it. The new thesauri standards are a big jump precisely in this direction, connecting them with other KOS, and expressing them in a way compatible with networked computer systems, especially relational databases and the Internet. Knowledge organization is a need, and thesauri are one of their best tools.

Of course, there is work to be done if the promise of thesauri to become the leader in the KOS race in the digital age is going to be completely fulfilled. Without losing its simplicity and clarity, the thesaurus standard must become increasingly hospitable to other KOS characteristics, notably the need to produce predictable strings and codifications to order things and documents hierarchically, be it in the physical realm—shelves, exhibitions— or in the digital one—systematic and semi-systematic lists for browsing, mapping and discovery. They should also maintain compatibility with competing standards for graphically mapping and exploring resources, like topic maps. Knowledge visualization and graphic representation is becoming increasingly popular in the age of big data, and it will be a big challenge to any future thesaurus standard to incorporate these new presentation formats that are originating in other fields of practice, but which can improve the visual experience of the users.
Also, there is a need for a hub where thesauri and other KOS might be connected, searched and exploited in different ways. The semantic web allows for completely distributed interconnection, but humans and their deeds need reference points. This task should be pursued by the biggest KOS editors and in conjunction with the big Internet institutions and firms. Wikipedia, because of its size, popularity and free foundation status, could be a good candidate. KOS must be opened to social collaboration and social tagging, but there is also a need for the accumulation and preservation of efforts. In this respect, Wikipedia has also proved to be a leader.

Complex ontologies are probably the highest stage of knowledge organization that can now be seen—as formal representations of strong theories about a domain, in the sense of Jaenecke (1997)—, but thesauri are for the moment a simpler and cheaper way to start the semantic journey in most fields and activities; and probably, even in the future, they will still be a simple and practical model for information systems to communicate with normal users even if a strong ontology lies behind. Even if thesauri are overtaken by complex ontologies in those fields in which they may be profitable, and because of their power, clarity and simplicity of their model, thesauri can still be the de facto standard to connect complex ontologies to the users, so they can pursue more transparent and sensible resource discovery in the increasingly complex digital world.

But though semantic technologies are central to the future of thesauri, knowledge engineers should not be the only focus of attention of the knowledge organization community. In particular the contacts with the lexical and terminological communities that used to be traditional in our field (Dahlberg, 1991, 1992) should be reinforced. These communities are also busily involved in building or using lexical thesauri around Wikipedia to overcome very similar problems to those of us, and not only with a generic linguistic approach but also in very specific scientific domains (e.g., using Wikisaurus, Rapisardi & Giardino, 2014).

As for knowledge organization as a discipline, we have a clear future in the theoretical field as an organized store of knowledge on the evolution of the human efforts to keep knowledge represented, stored, organized and retrievable. Also in the practical field, so long as we keep learning and discussing with other partners in this quest, which is now being led by large organizations, some outside the Library and Information Science field such as Google, Apple, IBM, Microsoft, as well as others that are clearly inside, such as the Library of Congress or Europeana, among others. On the practical and applied side, we could be momentarily overwhelmed, if we do not master the new computing technologies swiftly enough. But even in the worst scenario, as these fields specialize again in their different subfields, the classic labels and disciplines will slowly emerge back, because the domains in which they research are not temporary, but a constant in the relation of humans to their environment.

Notes

(1) PRECIS was commissioned by the British National Bibliography (now part of the British Library) but was finally abandoned because in application it was too expensive (Austin & Butcher, 1969). It was intended as a universal classification scheme.
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